
Artificial Intelligence Qual Exam

Fall 2015

ID:

Note: This is exam is closed book. You will not need a calculator and should not use a calculator or any
other electronic devices during the exam.
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1 Search (20 points)

Consider an urban navigation app that provides smartphone customers routes that involve a combination of
walking and buses. Assume that all walking occurs on streets and that all bus stops are also on streets. Assume
that all requested paths start at either a bus stop or an intersection and end at either a bus stop or an intersection.
Buses travel along known routes with known travel times between stops that include expected wait time. Finally,
you may assume that the average walking time, average walking speed, and average bus speed are known
constants, with buses being faster than walking.

1.1 Formulation (5 points)

Assume that users of the navigation application want to minimize expected time traveled. To formulate this as
a search problem, we will need search states, actions, and costs. Describe precisely what each of these will be
for this problem.

1.2 Admissible Heuristic (5 points)

Provide a non-trivial (not a constant), admissible heuristic for this problem and justify why your heuristic is
admissible. Do not make any assumptions about the layout of the roads.
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1.3 Rectilinear City Layout (5 points)

Assume that all roads run either north-south or east-west. Provide an admissible heuristic that improves upon
your answer to the previous question. Be sure to explain why it is admissible and why it is an improvement.

1.4 Improving The Model (5 points)

Describe one unrealistic aspect of our model of the problem and how it could be improved.
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2 Games (20 points)

For this question, we will consider a 2-player, alternating move game with a max node at the root. Assume that
nodes are expanded depth-first, in left-to-right order.

2.1 Minimax Values (6 points)

For the search tree below, provide the minimax values for all of the nodes:

108 5 6 3 4 7 2

2.2 Pruning I (7 points)

Draw a line through each branch of the tree that would be pruned by alpha-beta pruning. (If you prune an entire
subtree, just show one cut at the point where the pruning occurs; do not prune all the way down.)

108 5 6 3 4 7 2
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2.3 Pruning II (7 points)

Modify a single leaf value in a way that will prevent alpha-beta from pruning anything.

108 5 6 3 4 7 2
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3 Bayesian Networks (20 points)

For this problem, we will follow the standard convention of using capital letters for random variables and lower
case letters for the values these variables take on. For example, the binary, random variable A can take on
values a and a. We will also use the standard convention of using P (a) as shorthand for P (A = a).

Consider a Bayesian network defined over three binary, random variables, A, B, and C. The structure of
the network is a simple chain where A has no parents, B has A as its sole parent, and C has B as its sole parent.
P (a) = 1

2 , P (b|a) = 1
2 , P (b|a) = 1

4 , P (c|b) = 1
2 , and P (c|b) = 1

4 .

3.1 Evidence (10 points)

Suppose you observe B = b. Compute the distribution P (AC), showing your work.

3.2 Marginalization (10 points)

Compute the marginal distribution P (B), showing your work.
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4 HMMs (20 points)

Suppose you are growing tomatoes in your garden. Your tomatoes can be in two states, healthy (H) or unhealthy
(U ). You check the health of your tomatoes every morning. You’ve observed that if the tomatoes are healthy,
they have an 80% chance of being healthy the subsequent morning. On the other hand, if they are unhealthy,
they have a 80% chance of remaining unhealthy. NOTE: This problem is easy to do without a calculator if you
use fractions.

4.1 Markov chain representation (6 points)

Write down a transition matrix for the Markov chain corresponding to the above problem.

4.2 Prediction (7 points)

Assume that your tomatoes are healthy at time 0. What is the distribution of tomato states at 2? Be sure to show
your work.
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4.3 Filtering (7 points)

In reality, you can’t directly observe the health of your tomatoes; you can only observe the color. Assume that if
the tomato is healthy, it appears red with probability 75%, while if it is unhealthy, it appears red with probability
20%. If you observe that your tomatoes are red at time 1, what is the distribution over tomato states at time 1?
Please use fractions and show your work!
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5 Decision Theory (20 points)

For this question, we will assume that utility is measured in units called utils and that utils can be exchanged by
individuals like money.

Restaurants in Durham come in two varieties, good and bad. Trying a good, new restaurant is worth 12
utils to you. Trying a bad, new restaurant is worth −4 utils. A randomly selected restaurant has an 75% chance
of being good. Eating at an old restaurant or eating at home is worth 0 utils to you.

5.1 Expected Utility (6 points)

A new restaurant has opened up and you are thinking about trying it. What is the expected utility of trying this
new restaurant? Show your work.

5.2 Value of Perfect Information (7 points)

Somebody has offered to tell you if the new restaurant is good or bad. What is the maximum number of utils
you would be willing to pay for this information? Be sure to show your calculations in detail.
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5.3 Value of Information (7 points)

It turns out that the restaurant critic isn’t perfectly reliable. If the restaurant is good, there is a 67% chance (use
2
3 ) that he will say it is good, and if the restaurant is bad, there is a 50% chance that he will say it is good. How
many utils would you be willing to pay this critic? Be sure to show your calculations in detail even if you think
you can eyeball the answer or explain it in English.
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